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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Virginia from the beginning of her educational development has
made a progressive contribution to the educational program of America.
Unlike the colonies of New England, her settlers came to the new world
for economic reasons and did not Intend to stay on and colonise.

The

establishment of schools in Virginia, therefore, by virtue of this
feeling, did not take place until some time after the colony was
established.
It Is the aim of the writer to begin with the meager loosely
connected administrative forces responsible for education in the new
colony of Virginia, and trace the development of the local adminis
trative unit and the duties and responsibilities of the local adminis
trator throu$* successive periods of growth and change in the
historical development of Virginia*

The writer believes it possible

to evolve from the limited available literature on Virginia1& schools,
an interesting and informative study on school administration.
PURPOSE OF STm
Public school administration In Virginia today bears only
slight resemblance to that found in the Infant Colony*

The changes,

developments, and modifications which have taken place in school

2
administration since the founding of the Virginia Colony in 1607, have
had a significant hearing on the educational progress Virginia has
made*
the purpose of this study is to hri»g to light the significant
and outstanding developmental changes which have taken place as they
relate first, to the unit of local school administration^ second, to
the enlargement of the duties and responsibilities of the local
administrator| and third, to the eligibility requirements of the local
administrator*
definition m

mmtm

For purposes of treatment in this study, the problem, The
Development of the Local School Administrative Unit and the Consequent
Enlargement of the Duties of the Local Administrator, has been divided
into five chapters*
Chapter I gives the historical background, and general pro
cedures for treatment of the problem*
Chapter II begins with the establishment of education in the
Virginia Colony, and treats the important changes and developments
found from this time until the establishment of a public school system
in the State in 1870*
Chapter III deals first with the legislative provisions for the
establishment of a system of public schools, then brings to light the

3
conditions, favorable and unfavorable, found in public school adminis
tration for the next half century.

The principal developments and out

standing people of this period are discussed#
Chapter I? deals with the changes and developments which have
occurred in local school administration since Virginia was divided
into appropriate school divisions in 1920*

The establishment of

professional qualifications by the State Board of Education are also
treated in this chapter#
Chapter V is the concluding chapter, and contains the summary
and the author!s conclusions and recommendations#
OTHER LITERATURE
Humorous studies have been made of problems similar to the one
selected for this study, but for other states or groups of states.
Hone have been found, however, which dealt with the administrative
unit or the duties of the local administrator in Virginia*
Kipllnger,^ in his study of county superintendents in Ohio,
reported a growth of duties and responsibilities which outstripped
the growth requirements of the administrator*

This led him to con

clude that the office of county superintendent of schools is a

MSSm

1 Arnold Langford Kiplinger, i Study

g£ t e l § 2 t e S s t e t e M county

Development g£ £h§

t e t e

w^th Qualifications gf Incumbents* (Columbus, Ohio* Ohio State
University, 1936*)

4
professional position and should hairs as a prerequisite for employment,
professional training and experience commensurate with the duties and
responsibilities of the position#
the author found helpful information and suggestions in a
2
research study made by J# H« Crowgey#
His survey of the requirements

for the position of county superintendents indicated that in all states
there is a definite tread to professionalise the position of school
superintendent and have him recognised as the executive head of the
county school system la fact*
local school administration, according to Cubberley,^ came into
existence when education became a state interest in our country.
was a need for some subordinate form of state control#

There

local school

officials needed supervision In their activities and the state needed
someone to contact the localities and stimulate interest in education#
Hence, a county school officer, the superintendent, was gradually pro
vided*

At first his duties were to a very large degree clerical and

statistical*

However, his duties in reality are only in part clerical,

and n# * if if he is to render the most proficient service he must be a
4
professional leader rather than an office clerk*11
^ ’JSBa'loward^ Crowgey, Trends in State Requirements for County
and City School Superintendents.(uhuuHlIshed fester's thesls7 Seorge
Peabody College, I^ITJ*
^ B* P* Cubberley, Public School Administration. Bostons Houghton
Miiflis Companyp lySy•
4 IMd-t

p-

44#

5

timnnon

op $tmi

The problem as undertaken la this study is confined to
(1) tracing the development of the local school administrative unit*
and (2) the consequent growth of the duties and responsibilities of
the local school administrator, the local superintendent*

It is hoped

that the material gathered may be presented in such manner as to make
it Interesting and informative to the reader*

mFfst ix
TIE DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION II FIHGIHIA
BEFORE 1870
The early settlers of Virginia were predominantly English la
origin and brought with them to the new world the customs and tradi
tions of their mother country*

Heatwole^ points out that during the

first half of the seventeenth century Virginia settlers set up the
same institutions, social, political, ©cclostiastical, and educational
to which they were accustomed in England*

Thus the early schools of

the Virginia Colony were patterned after those to he found in England,
the country from which her early settlers came*
EARLY SCHOOLS OF THE CGLONI
Since there were only a very limited number of children in the
Colony to be educated, other than the Indian youth, before about 1619,
the problem of schools was not of much concern to anyone, and no one
bothered about education to. any great extent.
An effort was made, however, as the result of an anonymous gift
of $14*000.00, to establish a school for the Indian youth between the
ages of seven and twelve years in 1619, under the direction of the
London Company officials.

In 1622 a school for whit© children, the

* r""ri1ll,u'1,
i rrCbrheliU8 J. Heatwole, A History of Education in
(Hew forks The Maemillian Company, 1916), p* 27.

first in America, was organised by the Reverend Patrick Copeland, the
chaplain of a ship*
master*

He was to have served as its first rector or head

Both of these attempts to establish schools in the new colory

were apparently wiped oat by the Indian Slaseaere of 1622*
Also in the year 1619 there were sent over to the Virginia
• ■ 2
Colony from England one hundred orphans* they were taken from the so
called asylums, or children1s homes of that country, and were to serve
as apprentices on the plantations of the land owners of the new colony.
There were certain provisions made for their education, which will be
treated later in the chapter*
Education in Virginia for a number of years following the
massacre of 1622 was principally of the tutorial type, carried on by
itinerant teachers*

The owners of large plantations would employ

tutors to teach their children for a period of time each year, usually
about three months*

Often several plantation owners employed a tutor.

to instruct the children of the respective plantations at a school
building, built by the plantation owners, and located at some spot most
convenient to the majority of children*

The administration of this

type school was the sole responsibility of the land owners, and was
separate and distinct from any governmental or church control*
THE ENDOWED FREE SCH001
Other types of schools,such as the Symms and Eaton endowed free

schools, sometimes spoken of a© parish schools, both paralleled and
followed the private tutor school in Virginia.

The administration and

supervision of such endowed free schools was in the hands of the county
courts, or county courts and the church

or parish officials jointly,

is a general rule the county courts granted teachers1 certificates or
licenses, while the church furnished most of the teaching staff froa
among the clergy*

These schools survived for approximately two cen

turies.
The educational training of the orphans spoken of above was not
always satisfactory*

On the grounds of complaints that some of the

colonists were not living up to the agreement regarding the education
of the orphans, there was passed in 1643 a law making it the legal duty
of those plantation owners, who had taken any of the orphans sent over
to Virginia froa England, to educate them* /These orphans were to be
3
educated in wGhristlan religion and in the rudiments of learning * * .rt
The plantation owners were respired to report annually to the
county commissioners as to -the progress and general care of the orphans
living on their lands*

The administration of schools in this connec

tion, was under the supervision of the county commissioners appointed
by the courts*

Virginia was still a colony of England and was governed

by representatives of the ruling body of that country*

3 Henning»s Statutes, Vol. Z, p* 260.
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THE COMMUNITY SCHGOb
Another type of school flourishing in the Virginia Colony about
this time is often spoken of as the "Old field School," because it was
usually built in some field close to the community It was to serve#
Schools of this type were a product of community cooperation
and enterprise, and were administered by the leading citizens of the
community chosen by popular consent of the populace#*.
It was the duty of those selected to supervise the schools, to
see that they were kept in operational condition and also to employ
and pay the teachers, the funds being furnished by the entire community#
The church nor the state had any administrative connection other than
/
granting certificates to the teachers#
T

The endowed free school, and the community school, along with
the private tutorial school, were the principal sources of instruction
in Virginia and existed throughout the remainder of the seventeenth
century and most of the eighteenth century#

There was very little

effort made to establish a state system of public education until
Thomas Jefferson recommended a plan far
of knowledge," in 1779*

5

XSatirale, ££# <&&•, p# 49*

5 IM S * ? P« 61#

♦ a more general diffusion

JOTEBSOB'S imUEHCB
Jefferson felt that the administration of schools was a problem
that should be left to the comznnnity as a popular body*

His plan pro*

posed that each county should elect aldermen who should divide the
county into districts, or wards for towns, and that the electors of
each district should choose a site for the erection of a school
building* Bach ten schools was to have a superintendent or overseer,
whose duty would be to introduce a general course of reading and
general instruction for the schools of his district.

6

Jefferson's political philosophy of local self government,
which was expressed in his plan for education, left to the district
authorities within the counties the initiative for setting up and
administering schools t Since most of the district authorities were
the more wealthy land owners, it is not too difficult to follow their
reasoning when they prolonged indefinitely the starting of schools}
and were reluctant to increase the tax levy on their own property in
order to provide funds for building schools froa which their children
would receive no benefit.

His proposed plan was rejected by the

General Assembly.
A somewhat amended form of Jefferson’s plan for the

William Arthur Maddox, 23s ££££ School J£gg Ja IfefiMS
Bafeys SBa £ M 1 1st (New York5 Teachers College, Columbia University,
1918), p. 13.
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establishment of schools was included in the Acts of 1796*

7

the amend*

sent provided that the district officers had the right to say when the
public schools should actually begin*

Again, those who would be taxed

most to provide funds for education were given the responsibility of
getting the schools started*

these officials, as before, did nothing

to bring about the establishment of local schools*
there was no definite responsibility for forcing anyone, or any
group, to carry on the schools of Virginia at this time in the develop
ment of the State*

there was apparently not very much enthusiasm for

college

ot william &

public education*
^Popular indifference to education also tended,” wrote Maddox,
”according to other interested observers, to discourage good men from
entering so disreputable and poorly paid field.
Jefferson*s work and Influence, however, did not die out
altogether.

Virginia had within the State many people interested in

seeing a system of education develop, although they were kept from
gaining their objective as rapidly as they wished*

ummi mm
The establishment of the literary Fund in 1810 was a step forward
'- 7 CodSTof Virginia 1803* Chapter CXCXX, cited by A* J* Morrison,
The Beginnings ofl^ublle Education In Virginia 1776-1860, Richmond*
Davis Bottoms, Supt. of Minting, 1917), pp. 22-23.

8 On* cjt., p. 113.
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in the effort of the state to promote education, as it provided funds
from state sources for educational purposes, and in time provided a
considerable amount of the total local expenditure for schools*

This

fund was established mainly for the purpose of providing primary educa
tion for the poor of the counties*

The county courts appointed com

missioners who were to locate the indigent children of the county, and
provide instruction for as many as would attend school*

tinder this

system the county commissioners disbursed the money from the literary
Fund, found places for school to be taught, employed teachers, and in
reality became the important school administrators of the day*

There

were times when they experienced some difficulty in apending their
allotfflent, as many of the people refused to be classified as indigent©
and kept their children at home*
The funds of the literary Fund were under the general super
vision of a board of directors, but the second auditor acted for them
as the state official*

He apportioned the money to the counties on the

basis of population, and the commissioners were required to report to
him the expenditure of their portion of the funds.

The second auditor

became the state official of administration in the handling of school
matters in the counties and districts*

Be received reports from the

district commissioners and county superintendents regarding school
matters and instructed them in the expenditure of money from the
Literary Fund*

Superintendents did not always comply with the law in

13
O
reporting the required details of their work, indicating weak adminis
trative practices, and lack of administrative responsibilities on the
part of both superintendents and district commissioners*
SCH001 ACT OF 1846
By Act of 1846, known as the Ssaatyfiptlon School Law, provision was made for the division of counties into districts with a
school commissioner for each district, who with the other district com
missioners formed a board of school commissioners for the county*

This

board elected a superintendent for the county, who served also as clerk
and treasurer of the board, and carried out any other assigned tasks of
the board.

He was accountable to the board and did not receive his

last annual salary payment until he had certified to them that all
duties and responsibilities incumbent upon him had been faithfully dis
charged*

His duties were primarily clerical and routine*

He disbursed

funds, kept minutes of board meetings, gave teachers instructional
supplies, and performed other similar tasks*

The actual administration

of the schools rested with the commissioners, who were required to visit
the schools in their district monthly, and examine the register of the
teacher, the condition of the school building and any other matter
concerned with teaching*

10

There was no organised system for the administration and

1

9Secoricl Auditor* s Report 1853, p* VIII*
10 Code of Virginia 1849, Chapter IXXXXI.

supervision of schools in the counties through the early years of the
colony, end very little effective organized administration before 1870,
This condition is definitely brought out in the Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of 1885*

11

The county superintendents

of that year were requested to furnish a history of the public schools
before i860, in order to compare school conditions before the Civil
War with those found in Virginia after the new system of public schools
was established in 1870*

The reports from the county superintendents

presented a diversified picture of conditions,

Nearly every super

intendent who made any comment remarked about the scarcity of school
records on file in any of the county offices.
to indicate poor administrative practices.

This, of itself, seems

Some of the reports pointed

out that there still existed unfavorable public sentiment toward
establishing public free schools, especially from those who still
employed tutors, but were taxed to support public schools*
SWMM&RX
The early schools of Virginia were fostered by individuals.
This type school was known as the private tutor arrangement, and was
found on some of the plantations. There were also the group sponsored
schools as represented by the community school, and the endowed free
school of the Symms or Eaton type.

These latter types were operated

usually by the officials of the parish in which the schools were built.
11 Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1885,
fart III, p. 47,

Thomas Jefferson proposed a plan for a system of education in
Virginia which would leave local administrative control of schools to
the community*

His plan was not adopted*

Some of Jefferson1s ideas

were Incorporated in the School Act of 1796*

They were rendered

ineffective, however, because again, control of education in the
locality was left in the hands of its opponents*
With the establishment of the literary Fund, some progress
toward systematizing educational administration was evidenced*

The

county superintendent and district commissioners, under the County*
Qption School Law of 18A6, reported the expenditures of the Literary
Fund, and other reports, to the Second Auditor, who was the State’s
school administrative officer*
The administration of schools in Virginia was not organized
into a system until the Acts of 1870 provided for the establishing of
such a system*

CHAPTER III
ESmOPSBSffT OF LOCAL SCHOOL ALMmSTRATIQH MOU 1870 TO 1920
At the close of the Civil War the South was faced with the
problems of reconstruction under conditions not conducive to much
progressive growth and development*

War had brought destruction of

property, practical exhaustion of natural resources, large State
debts, and marked changes in the mode of living of the people*
Virginia having served as the principal arena for the conflict
was perhaps in a worse state of destruction than most of her sister
states#

Poverty existed on every side, and there was much dissension

among the people*. Such conditions were not favorable for the estab
lishment of a public school system; however, under the conditions of
the new Constitution, which permitted Virginia to again become a mem
ber of the Union, provision was made requiring that one of the first
acts of the General Assembly should be to provide legal means for
establishing a system of schools for all the children of the state*
This requirement was executed in 1870, and to the courage and fore
sight of those chosen for this task goes the honor for establishing a
creditable system of public free schools in Virginiaj one which on
the whole was among the best to be found in the United States.*

1 Virginia School Report 1871, p. 7*
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HIOVXSIOH OF ACTS OF 1670
tfnder the provisions of the Constitution of Virginia, the duty
of the legislative body was made clear and it became incumbent upon
the General Assembly to establish and maintain a system of free pub*
lie schools in every county in the state not later than 1876, and
2
earlier when practicable#
The first General Assembly followed the recommendations and
requirements of the Constitution, and enacted the necessary legis
lation to bring about the realization of a system of public f r e e
schools in the state*
The administration of the new system was vested in a board of
education, a superintendent of public instruction, county super
intendents of schools, and district trustees within each district of
the counties.3
The administrative responsibilities of the educational system
for the state were organized and clarified by the Acts of 1869*1870*
Each administrative group or individual from the state board of
education through the district trustees, had his duties and respon
sibilities prescribed#

The new system of public free schools In

Virginia began to take shape and expand#
'

SMrginia State Constitution, Article VIII, sec* 3, 1869#
3 Acts of General Assembly 1869-1870, p# 402,

IS

the state board of education, with the superintendent of public
instruction, began the task of selecting and appointing, subject to
senate confirmation, the county superintendents, and district trustees.
The first meeting of the board of education was held July 29, 1870, at
which twelve county superintendents were appointed; however, by
January 2, 1871 all the county superintendents and district trustees,
more than 1400 of them, had been appointed, and schools were being
conducted throughout the state.^
County superintendents and district trustees became the local
administrative officers, with the county the logical unit of operation.
County superintendents were appointed for terms of three years, with
stipulated duties and responsibilities designated by the state board of
education*

Their salaries were also determined by the state board, and

In no case was it to exceed #350.00 annually.^

His position required

that he explain the school system, and promote education by every proper
means.

He was to apportion state and county school funds, examine

persons applying for teaching positions, promote the efficiency of
teachers, visit and examine all schools under his care, decide appeals
on complaints concerning the acts of any persons connected with the
schools under his supervision, and observe such directions and regula
tions as the superintendent of public instruction might from time to time
4 Virginia School Report 1871, p. 4*
5 Acts of Virginia General Assembly 1869-1870, p. 406.
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prescribe*

4

Ail of the routine and clerical duties of the county super*
intendent which were provided for by law

are not Included in those

mentioned above, nor is it possible to mention the many details which
devolved upon this officer in the initial setting up of his office*
This officer has charge of the entire school interest in his
territory* His supervision extends over every subject,
including those assigned primarily to district boards and
teachers* His cares are boundless, his labors unending* H©
is the principal of the whole set of schools and
is thepatron
of education in his county or city.?

Virginia’s first state system of public schools was thus brought
into being with appropriate officers and areas of administration,
climaxing an active interest on the part of the people of the state*
EEVEMFMEH? WIDER THE FUST SBFERIBTEJS^HT OF PUBLIC XHSTHSCTZOV
The state system of public education was in the process of being
established in Virginia under constitutional and legislative require
ments, and by the enthusiastic determination of Reverend H* H* Euffaer,
the first superintendent of public instruction*
Reverend Raffaer was appointed by the General Assembly to this
public office March 2, 1870, and served the state in this capacity
*

El B E T

p.

407*

$ Virginia School Report 1872, p* 78 of Expository*
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until 1882.

Boring the years of his office the public school system

was established and strengthened sufficiently to make it capable of
survival in spite of the handicap of very limited state and local funds
for operation* and the diversion of some of this money to retire the
state debt.

Another obstacle which stood in the path of progress was

.general opposition to -free schools for both white and colored children.;
The state itself was beset with such disintegrating influences
as political irresponsibility, general opposition to free education,
poverty among its citizens, and the Inability of the people to endure
a tax rate sufficient to produce any substantial revenue.

In spit© of

these conditions, before the close of the first scholastic year,
1870*1871, there were in operation approximately 2900 schools, employing
more than 300Q teachers with 130,800 pupils enrolled.^ This is a tri
bute to both state and local administrative officers of the school
system.
The local superintendents received their instruction from the
state board of education through the superintendent of public instruc
tion by means of circulars, correspondence, and columns in the
Educational Journal

8 Virginia School Report 1871, p. 6,
9 Ibid., p. 4. Botes The Educational Journal was established in
1869, as the official organ of the Education Association of Virginia.
Bight pages of this magazine were put under control of the superintendent
of public instruction every month.
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Growth of the public school system was slow and painstaking
and at times seemed destined to failure*

That it did continue to

develop is due, in large measure, to the determination and judgment of
the administrative forces, especially the superintendent of public
instruction and the county superintendents*
Superintendent Ruffaer never seemed to doubt the ultimate
success of the public school system, .He maintained that the
people of the state wanted universal, effective education
and were willing to provide funds for its maintenance. His
greatness as an educator is borne out not only by the
excellence of his plan for a school system which the legis
lature adopted as law in 1870, but also by the ability
which he demonstrated in bringing together the many opposing
factions to the new law and converting their opposition, for
the greater part, into hearty support and c oo p eration*^
The efficiency of the school system depends upon these
officers (the superintendents)• The duties assigned them
by law ere many and those which devolve upon them in m
active administration of their offices cannot be enumerated.
They are the life of the system and it is their providence
either to make the schools a power for good in their juris
diction or to render them obnoxious even to their friends.
There was little progress made in the schools of Virginia for
ten years following Superintendent Ruffaer *s term as superintendent
of public instruction.

The system became involved in politics,

becoming more and more a political machine, and thus losing much of
12
its force.
10 Clayton Beverly Phillips, Education in Virginia Under
Superintendent Richard Radcliff Farr 1882-1886 (published thesis,
University of Virginia, 1932), p, 15*
11 Virginia School Report 1885, Part II, p* %
12 Dabney, &R* clt., p. 162,
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One of the major administrative benefits to come out of the
decade or two following Superintendent Ruffner was the establishment
of an annual meeting for county superintendents and principals for the
purpose of discussing and reviewing matters pertaining to public
schools*

Many important problems were discussed and solved at these

conferences, and much professional expansion resulted directly from
thesu^
Relatively few changes were made in Virginians system of schools
before the Constitutional Convention of 1902*1903 revised the school
laws of Virginia, and Dr* Joseph Eggleston became superintendent of
public instruction in 1905*

It was then that the public schoolsystem

became firmly established*^

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS ESTABLISHED UNDER THE
CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION OF 1902-1903
Criticism that the schools had been taken over by the politicians
to further their own Interests by giving jobs to their favorites without
concern for qualifications was existent when the Constitutional Gonvention met in 1902-1903*

15

The educational committee of this convention was instrumental in
I3FblIIips, op. clt*, p* 123*
14 Dabney, op* clt», p« 162*
15 Dabney,

og* cii*, Vol* II, p* 320*
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getting the adoption of
tration.^

provisions which revolutionized school adminis

For the first time the administration of public schools was

to be under the guidance of experienced educators.
Under the new provisions the state was to be divided into appro
priate school divisions, by the state board of education* and a divi
sion superintendent appointed by the board subject to confirmation by
the senate.

Each magisterial district became a school district which
17
became the practical unit of school administration.
The division superintendent was appointed for a four-year term.
Mo federal officer, except fourth class postmaster* and no supervisor
IS
or county or city officer was eligible for this position.

This is

the beginning of the establishing of qualifications to be met before
appointment to the position of division superintendent could take
place.

Most of the duties of the division superintendent remained

routine and clerical, such as making reports, apportioning funds,
serving as clerk of school trustee electoral board, and distributing
reports and materials to teachers.

His appointment was still subject

to senate approval.

16 Dabney, jgg, clt. * Vol. II, p. 322.
17 Virginia School Report 1902-1906, p. 14*
IS Virginia School law 1907, p. 24.
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INCREASING INTEREST IN EDUCATION

Interest in better schools was seen to develop la all quarters
of the state at the time of the Constitutional Convention*

Politicians

seeking office were anxious to become allied with the cause of public
19
education to increase their popularity*
speeches were made through
out the state* two hundred thousand pages of literature were distributed,
and fifty “citizens** school associations were organized in a month*s
time*

20
“Never was a state so bombarded la the interest of any cause.”
With this demonstrated interest stimulating people of the state,

the school program was off on another period of rapid growth with the
corresponding increase in administrative obligations for the division
superintendents*
GROWTH UNDER S UFEBINTENHENT EGGLESTON

Under the able leadership of Dr* Joseph 0. Eggleston the public

21

school system underwent a series of remarkable accomplishments*

During the session of 1906-1907, often spoken of as the building
year, two hundred thirty-six new buildings were erected at a cost of

22

#507,969*04*

This was nearly three times the amount of money which

19‘laFney, £g. clt.. Vol. II, p* 327.
20 Heaiwole, op* clt*, pp. 315-316*
21 Heaiwole, op. oit*. Vol. II, pp. 329-330*
22 Virginia School Report 1905-1906, p. 16*
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had been pat into buildings during the previous year*

this sane year

brought the passage of the high school act, which permitted the high
school to be included for the first time in the state system of public
ffcee schools and during which 149 new high sehools were built*
fhe local superintendent was required to approve the location
for the new buildings, and notify the state board of the latest to build
high schools in his division*

He must also supervise, when built, these

additional schools in his territory*

thus, additional responsibilities

were added to those for which he was already held accountable*
fo further Improve school administration the state was in 1906
divided into five large divisions with an inspector for each division*
He was to help examine and certify teachers, organise systems of super
vision, promote consolidation of small schools, and cooperate and work
with district and county officers in any constructive manner*
In 1908 a bill was passed permitting two or more small counties
to unite and combine their funds in order to employ a full time super
intendent.2*^
fhe need for a better basis for securing adequate supervision
was expressed by Dr. Eggleston in the Virginia School Bepori of
1905-1906*
I cannot too earnestly call the attention of the General
Assembly and the people of Virginia to the inadequate basis
2T5aEey,

cit.. Vol* XI, p. 331.
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upon which the supervision of schools at present rests* Eleven
superintendents get §200$ twenty less than §300$ thirty-five ?
receive less than §400# end fifty-one less than §500 annually* ^
This condition improved, and by the close of Or. Eggleston1s
term of office superintendents were more professionally equipped to take
over the important work of division superintendent, and the salary
average had increased to §1,445 annually*
Domestic science and agriculture were included in the high school
program by 1910 and these brought new responsibilities to the division
superintendent«
THE CLOSING YEARS OF THE FIRST HAD? CENTURY
OF THB PUBLIC SCHOOL SXSfES IE VIRGINIA
The closing years of this period brought an increase in the
emphasis placed on supervision and the improvement of the instruction in
Virginia’s schools*2^

‘’Our laws, had never permitted the county super

intendents to supervise and care for schools as they should be super
vised and cared for*n^

New courses of study were published, by the

State Board of Education, for the elementary and high schools, which
were helpful to the division superintendents in their limited super
visory work.2®
24 Virginia School Report 1905-1906, p. 26.
25 Virginia School Report 1912, pp. 255-270.
26 Superintendent of Public Instruction Report 1915-1916, p* 44*
27 Superintendent of Public Instruction Report 1912-13, P« 28.
28 Superintendent of Public Instruction Report 1915-16, p. 42*
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By 1916 no one holding a county on federal office, except fourth
class postmaster, or state office, except notary public, was eligible
for the position of division superintendent of schools.

Also super*

intendents were required to hold a first grade certificate, or to have
been a division superintendent, or to have been a teacher in the schools
for a number of years, as determined by the state board of education#

29

la 1918 the General Assembly of Virginia enacted the necessary
legislation in order to participate in the funds for vocational educa
tion made available by the Smith-Hughes Act*3^ The state board of
education was designated by the General Assembly, as the agency to pro
mote vocational education in the state, and was authorized to provide for
supervision of departments of agriculture, trade and industry, and home
economics in the schools of the state#

31

the administration of the vocational education program in the
communities was carried out by the division superintendents*

They were

responsible for employing the teachers of the vocational subjects, and
32
for getting the required reports to the state board of education.

Bxmmx
The period of time covered in this chapter Is marked with periods

2 9 Acts of Assembly 1 9 1 6 , pp. 7 8 9 -7 9 0 .

30 Acts of Assembly 1918, pp* 131-132.
31

P* 132*

32 Superintendent of P u b lic Instruction Report 1918-19, p* 73#

2i

of rapid educational development Interspersed with periods of general
inactivity.

Superintendent Ruffner was instrumental in establishing

a sound system of public free schools, on sound administrative prin
ciples,

His work covered nearly twelve years and is a noble achieve

ment.
Superintendent Ruffner went out of office in 1882, two years
after the election in 1880 of a re-adjuster legislature.

His contribu

tion to education in Virginia has been considered by some to be the
mo*! outstanding made by any superintendent of public instruction,
the next decade or so found educational activities relatively
quiet and it was not until the Constitutional Convention of 1902-1903
revised Virginia*a Constitution that the educational system was again
brought to the forefront#
Dr, Eggleston, the energetic superintendent of public instruc
tion just after this revision, too instrumental in bringing about many
valuable accomplishments,

Actually, Virginiar* school system was not

firmly established until Dr* Eggleston’s active administration ’’redeemed
it from political interference.11^
the administrative duties of the county superintendents were
growing, but as yet few requirements regarding qualifications were made
of these officers, either by law or by regulation of the state board
of education*
33 Dabney, gg. clt,, Vol. 1, p* 162,

CHAPTER 1?
DEVELOP®?! IN LOCAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION SINCE 1920

The public school system of Virginia by 1920, had passed through
the critical stages of organization and establishment, and was now
beginning its professional and progressive development.
The outlook for the future seemed promising, and indicated
growing interest by the public, in the schools of the State.

In recent

years there has been a marked advance in public support of Virginia’s
1
public schools.
The changes and developments which have occurred in Virginia’s
school system since 1920 have brought about a significant improvement
in her educational facilities during recent years*

2

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES BROUGHT ABOUT
BX ACTION OF THE GENERA! ASSEMBLY SINCE 1920'
The State Board of Education was authorized to redivision the
State in 1920 into appropriate school divisions for purposes of adminis
tration*
The school division accordingly became the unit of local school

1 Report of the Virginia Education Commission 1944, P* 7*
2 1iSlSe.*
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administration, and by law is made up of at least one eounty or city#
Ho county or city was to be divided in the formation of any division.^
Divisions may include more than one county or city or a combination of
both.

"Virginia is fortunate in this arrangement which provides

administrative units large enough to attract and hold competent super*
iatendents of schools#*1^
The State Board was also required to appoint, subject to Senate
approval, a division superintendent for each division, who would hold
office for a four year term, beginning July 1 next after his appoint*
K
ment*
The salary of the division superintendent was set at sixteen
hundred dollars minimum.where divisions had a school population of
three thousand or more, with tea dollars per hundred given for each
hundred over three thousand*

In divisions having less than three

thousand school population the superintendent received one thousand
dollars annually, or if part time, seven hundred fifty dollars, at the
discretion of the board.^ Local boards, upon approval of the State
Board of Education, were privileged to supplement these salaries out
of local funds*
By pointing out salary increases as established by law, it is
~ '"llT,r"ITietsof Assembly 1920, p* 640*
4 Report of Virginia Education Commission 1944, P* 64*
$ Acts of Assembly 1920, p* 640*
6 Acts of Assembly 1920, p« 494*
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intended to present a trend toward a realisation by the State’s law
makers that the division superintendents position is one of importance
and trust*

to' attract the hind of educational and professional leader-*

ship needed to best advance the cause of education* it was desirable to
make the position financially more attractive* from a state point of
view*

The people of Virginia are .interested in getting better

administered and supervised schools and are willing to pay for this
7
increased service*
The position of division superintendent was given another
professional boost with the passage of the County Unit lot of 1922*
Provision was made in this Act to abolish district school boards and to
make the county the unit of school administration*^ There was to be
one county school board composed of one member from each of the dis
tricts in the county*
reaching*

Tb© results of this legislative action are far

The division superintendent became the executive officer of

the county board and thus the professional leader of the school system
within the county*

His position gained in importance and responsibility.

He was now responsible to one county board for the management and
educational growth of all of the public schools under his supervision*
Hot only was simplification in personnel and general
administration brought about by this measure (the passage of
the County Chit Act) but more directness and promptness of
action were encouraged* It is particularly gratifying to

:ll"rri,r7 'Report of the Virginia Education Commission 1944* P* 5*
8 Acts of Virginia General Assembly* 1922, p* 737*
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note the unusually tine personnel of the county school boards
under the new act# this combined with the tremendous simpli
fication which has been brought about, promises marked
improvement in local school administration#*
The duties and responsibilities of the division superintendent
were left, under this act, to the discretion of the State Board lust
as they had been before#

The State Board also continued to appoint

the division superintendents subject to approval by the senate*
This method of selecting a superintendent was modified in 1928
when the school laws were revised, consolidated, amended and codified
10
by act of legislature*
Under the new provisions as established by
the 1928 General Assembly, division superintendents were appointed by
local school boards from a list of ellgibles certified by the State
it
Board of Education#
This change in method of selection seems a good
one because it brings the school administrative officer closer to the
people he serves by having them select him, yet leaves to the State
Board of Education the professional responsibility of establishing
requirements for eligibility for the administrator*

In order to become

eligible for appointment, there were definite requirements set up by
the State Board of Education*
section of this chapter*

These will be treated fully in another

The term of office for the superintendent

Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1921-22 and
1923, PP. 26-27*
10 Acts of General Assembly 1928, p* 1186*
11 Constitution of Virginia, Section 133 (this amendment
ratified June 19, 1928)*
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remained the same (four years)*
In divisions which were made up of more than one county or city,
the selection of a superintendent was made by Joint action of all the.
county or city boards in the division*

12

The superintendent in such

divisions is in reality a part time employee of each board since he
cannot devote all of his time to any one county or city school program*
The Acts of 1928 set the minimum length of the school term at
on© hundred forty days.3^

This was increased to on© hundred and sixty

days by the General Assembly of 1 9 3 0 * The school year reached its
present minimum length of one hundred eighty days by Act of 1938,15
In the same Act, however, provision was made for the shortening of the
school term, with permission of the State Board of Education*

There has

been a general trend toward establishing alonger school year.
In 1942 the superintendents* salaries were raised from sixteen
hundred dollars minimum to a corresponding minimum of twenty*two
hundred dollars where school population was three thousand or above*
Divisions with less than this number received fourteen hundred dollars
instead of one thousand dollars as their minimum*

Part time super*

intendents were to get one thousand dollars instead of seven hundred

12 Bulletin, State Board of Education, Vol. XXVII,
p. 18*
13 Acts of 1928, p. 1188*
14 Acts of 1930, p. 879.
15 Acts of Assembly, 1938, p. 636.

August, 1944*
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and fifty*

16

Another responsibility of the division superintendent, which was
established by the General Assembly, is the issuance of work permits in
connection with child labor laws*
The Acts of 1922 designated the chief school attendance officer
or the division superintendent of schools as the official to whom
children under legal age for unrestricted employment might go to
secure a permit to work in a particular type occupation*

17

The majority

of these permits are issued through the division superintendent* s
office and where there is a school attendance officer he usually works
under the direction of the division superintendent of schools*
Considerable cere must be taken In the Issuance of these work
permits*

The issuing officer must be familiar with child labor laws

and keep up with the changes that are made in them*

The routine of

this job could be handled by some designated authority of the division
superintendent, but his responsibility in this important activity
would not be lessened.
c o m m & m i attbiiba§oe m s m m m i m m
The superintendent1s duty in connection with compulsory
attendance is to see that the laws are enforced.
16 Acts of Assembly 1942, pp* 242-243.
17 Acts of Assembly 1922, pp* 855-360*

Where there are cases

iii violation of the attendance law, he or the attendance officer, if
there he one, is required to investigate and, if finding no valid
reason for absence, to -notify parents to have child in school within
IS
three days*
the superintendent is authorised to make a complaint
before the Juvenile Court on all cases of refusal of parents to send
IQ
children to school after being notified. 7
Before a teacher is permitted to teach privately children
within the compulsory attendance ages, she must be certified by the
State Board of Education and approved by the division superintendent*

20

BEQUIREJOTTS OP Tlffi STATE BOARD OP EDUCATION
the first professional qualifications for division superintendent
established by the State Board of Education were set up in 1924*

21

the requirements as established by the State Board at this time made
it necessary for those wishing to become division superintendents to
meet the following conditions!
1* Be a graduate of a four year course of a standard
college with at least a degree of B* S* or B* A, or*
2* The successful completion of a two year course of a
standard college with at least five years experience as a
teacher or school supervisor* {The college course or
practical experience prescribed above shall have been
completed within ten years immediately preceding the date
of the application*}
18 Acts of Assembly 1944, p* 30*
19 Ibid.. p. 31*
20 Ibid,f p* 29*
21 Crowgey,

c£t., p* 39.
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3* Professional training in educational methods and
school organisation equal to fifteen percent of the four
year college course or its equivalent, the equivalent being
regarded as not less than five years of practical experience
in school supervisory work*
4* General administrative ability as evidenced by practical experience in business or in the administration of
the business side of educational or related work covering
at least two years, shall be regarded as the necessary
minimum) provided, however, that graduates of a standard
four year college course who have completed the required
work In school administration may be accepted*22
By establishing these eligibility requirements, the State Board
was providing means for limiting incoming superintendents to profes*
sionally trained people*
to meet, and must have

these qualifications do not appear difficult
encouraged better qualified persons to become

eligible for positions of superintendents of schools*
Four years later, in May, 1928, the requirements were further
revised*

It was now necessary, for prospective candidates for school

superintendencies, in addition to being graduates of a standard four
year college, to have completed at least fifteen hours in professional
training, and to have had two years of practical experience as a school
principal or supervisor, or five years experience as a t e a c h e r * T h e
practical business experience requirement
revision*

was also included in this

The requirement that division superintendents must have had

the college training or experience within a ten year period immediately
~

22 Ibid* * pp* 40-42.
23 Minutes of State Board of Education, Vol. IV*, May 15, 1928*

preceding the date of application was not included until September 25,
1928.24
Further changes were made in the eligibility requirements for
division superintendents by the State Board of Education in 1931*^
The requirement of the Master fs degree or its equivalent in graduate
study m s made a part of the professional training necessary for
eligibility*

The professional training was to include courses in

Finance and Administration*
On October 27, 1932, the State Board again modified these
requirements by eliminating the phrase, Mor its equivalent in graduate
study,11 and changing the wording so as to make the first paragraph of
the requirements read as follows!
Holder of the Master1a degree with at least fifteen
semester hours in professional training, including courses
in Finance- and Administration and three years of practical
experience as a school principal or supervisor.2®
This, together with general administrative ability, as
evidenced by practical business experience, and the condition that
either the college training or business experience has taken place
within ten years from the time application is made for superintendency,makes up the present eligibility requirements, as

"sZ'Minutes of State Board of Education, Vol. IV*, September 25,
1928*
25 Ibid** Vol. IX, Sec* 4, 1931*
26 Ibid* * Vol. 1X1, October 27, 1932.
2? Bulletin, State Board of Education, Vol. XXVII, August, 1944,
p. 129.
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established by the State Board of Education*
Superintendents already in service are considered to have met
all necessary eligibility requirements made during their continuous
service*
Virginia* by establishing rigid requirements for
superintendents in 1924* and by increasing these to include
the Blaster*s degree with fifteen semester hours in profes
sional training in 1931* shows a very decided trend toward
recognition of advanced professional training as essential
equipment for school superintendents*2**
It is apparent from the developments and changes made in the
eligibility requirements for division superintendents by the State
Board of Education* that more emphasis was being placed on securing
professional leadership for this position*
The recognition that the position of division superintendent
cannot be filled by just anyone* but requires professional training
and experience as a background, la clearly manifested in these
developmental changes*
SOUSE OP THE DOTIES AM) RESPONSIBILITHS
as

vammim

b t t h e state board

The duties and responsibilities of the division superintendent
as prescribed by the State Board of Education are detailed* important and

28 Ibid.* page 129*
29 Crowgey,

£i|** p* 43.
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numerous • He is required to explain the school program on all suitable
occasions, promote education in his division, give out information and
materials to teachers, and see that all school lavs are enforced*

la

addition, he must be acquainted with all matters relating to the manage*
ment of the schools, the courses of study, methods of instruction, and
the use of textbooks*

He is also responsible for conducting teachers

institutes, inspecting the reports of the clerk of the school board,
distributing all report blanks, and making all necessary reports to the
superintendent of public instruction*^

It would not be practical or

possible to include all of the multitude of duties and responsibilities
which devolve upon the superintendent in the carrying out of his job*
As the position developed by Acts of the General Assembly, and
under the direction of the State Board of Education, the duties of the
superintendent grew proportionally, in increased professional, clerical
and routine responsibility*

this multiplicity of jobs has limited the

division superintendents time available for one of the most important
functions of his position, that of providing professional leadership in
his division*

the superintendent, in order to render the highest ser

vice, must be able to have the time to take the lead in professional
matters, rather than being confined to routine office and clerical
duties*

31

3d huHetin, State Board of Education, ?ol# OTfll, August, 1944.,
P* 129*

. 31
Cubberley, PabH£ School
Houghton Mifflin Company) 1929, p* 45*

(Bostons
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Efficient office management is important and necessary in the
sound administration of a school system, as is true in any business*
It is not the most important factor, however, in the educational
growth of the school system.

The above reference to Cubberloy points

out this fact*
RESPOMSIBILITY If? CONNECTION WITH THE NATIONAL TOOTH ADMINISTRATION
AND OUT Of SCHOOI TOOTH PROGRASS
There were responsibilities which came to the division super-*
intendeat for which there was no legal authority or requirement from
the State Board of Education*
Division superintendents throughout Virginia were asked by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, or his authorized agent, to
cooperate in some of the federally sponsored prograas^during the
depression years*

Two such related programs were the National Youth

Administration and the Out of School Youth programs*
In most cases the division superintendent served as chairman
of the local advisory committee for these, and in this capacity was
instrumental in devising programs for the youth*

la all cases where

N. Y* A* projects were conducted in the schools, and where 0. 3* I*
classes were held in the school buildings, the division superintendent
was the final authority for tho type of program offered, the securing
32 Interview with Dr* Walter 3* Newman, Assistant Super
intendent of Public Instruction, July 26, 1945* (Former Virginia
State Chairman of N* Y* A*)
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of teaching personnel, and the disbursing of

funds.

33

The N, I* A. payrolls, of cooperating di-visions, were submitted
by the local If* X. A* director to the division superintendent to be
checked, approved, and signed#

This was necessary before payment to the

youth could be made* 34
The division superintendent, or someone in his office designated
by him, made up the payroll for the Out of School Youth program, and
made payment to the teaching personnel*

The superintendent then pre

pared a requisition for reimbursement of these monies and submitted it
to the authorized state agency handling these

funds.

There were a few divisions of the State in which the super
intendent and school board did not cooperate in the above programs.
Since they represent a very minor percentage of the total number of
divisions,3^ it seems justifiable to the author to include the duties
and responsibilities attendant to the $* I. A# and 0# S. X„ programs
among those duties and responsibilities which devolved upon the division
superintendent*
—

-'-"am •'ygO '"*
33 ibid*
34 Ibid.

35 Interview with Dr. B* H. VanOot, State Director of Trade and
Industrial Education, July 26, 1945*
36 Interview with Dr, Walter S, Newman, Assistant Superintendent
of Public Instruction, July 26, 1945* (Former State Chairman of
N, X* A*)
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trass x p v o m m of® ® m m m i m
Other federal agencies which brought responsibilities to the
division superintendent were those created to give work to unemployed,
and under which the locality might borrow fhnds if it wished*

the

Public Works Administration and forks Progress Administration were two
of this type*
School boards were permitted under the Public Works Administra
tion to borrow funds for the erection and repair of school buildings*
The division superintendent was the agent for the school board in
making the necessary contacts with federal representatives and arriving
at an agreement suitable to both federal and local authorities*3?
The Works Progress Administration operated similarly to the
Public Works Administration, in so far as the duties of the division
superintendent were concerned*

In the W. P* A, he acted as the

sponsor1s representative in getting loans negotiated and requirements
met.38 Both of those programs were beneficial to school divisions In
getting hew buildings, but they carried with them considerable work
for the superintendent of schools*
RESPONSIBILITIES RELATING TO THE TRANSPORTATION OP
SCHOOL KIPIIS II BUSES

One of the more complex problems encountered by most division
37

isia r

38 Ibid.

A3
superintendents, especially those in counties* is that of trans
porting children to and from schools by means of school buses,

the

division superintendent is required to chart routes and make schedules
for the drivers that will be most convenient to the children and most
economical to the system*^

To do this he has to knot? where the

children in his county live and the condition of the roads over
which the buses must pass to render the service needed in getting
these children to schools.

He needs to be familiar with all regula

tions governing the transportation of pupils and be able to instruct
the drivers concerning them,^

It is also necessary for the super

intendent to receive periodic reports from the drivers* through the
principals* as to the general condition of roads traversed, repairs
needed to be made to buses, and any other information which from time
to time is required*
When rou^h or dangerous places develop in the roads over
which buses must travel, the superintendent* in the interest of
safety, usually reports these conditions to the resident engineer of
the State Highway Department, and asks that they be repaired.

The

superintendent has had many such requests to make, especially during
the last two or three years when the minimum amount of work has been
done on public roads, and new school buses have been difficult to
39 Bulletin, State Board of Education, Vol* XXVII, August,
19 4 4 , p . 139*
40# Ibid.* p* 13S*
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obtain*
There are specification requirements established for buses by
the State Board with which he has to be familiar when purchasing this

equipment*^All accidents involving a school bus in which any person
receives an injury, or when there is a damage to property of tea
dollars or more, must be reported in writing to the Superintendent of
Public Instruction by the division superintendent, within five days
after the accident,^

Hew duties for the superintendent were added to the bus problem
when rationing of tires and gasoline became effective.

There were forms,

reports, inspection of tires# and greater need for planning the conser
vation of equipment*
WAR EMERGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES
The present war has brought to the school system and thus to the
division superintendent, many problems and responsibilities*

Most of

these have required prompt action# and the division superintendent
usually received his instructions in memo* form from the Superintendent
of Public Instruction*
41 Bulletin, State Board of Education, Vol. XX1TII, August,
1944# PP. 133-138.
42 Ibid.* p* 138*
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Division superintendents throughout the State were requested by
the Superintendent of Public Instruction to cooperate with the leaders
of the communities in their divisions* in furthering the war effort*
they were asked to set up an advisory council on education for
r%
defense,
and to initiate an adult civic educational program for
national defense*^- Funds for any national defense program, for which
reimbursement from federal or state funds were forthcoming, were
required to be kept in accounts separate from the general school
IS
operating fund.
this requirement Increased the amount of accounting
and bookkeeping work for which the superintendent was responsible*
When selective service began, division superintendents were
requested to make available school buildings in their divisions as
places for registration, and to have the teachers volunteer their ser
vices in this national undertaking#^
Superintendents were also asked to organize a defense savings
committee,^ and make payroll deductions for war bonds purchased by the
teachers*^

in addition, they were expected to encourage, in every

43 Superintendent of Public instruction Memo* 1190,
September 13, 1940*
44 Ibid** 1187, September 13, 1940*
45 Ibid.. 1195, October 1, 1940.
46 Ibid.. 1202, November 12, 1940.
47 Ibid*. 1289, December 17, 1941.
48 Ibid*. 1396, August 21, 1942*
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practical way, the sale of war savings stamps and bonds in the schools
of their divisions*
As a member of the County Agricultural Planning Committee, the
superintendent was responsible for helping acquaint the rural popula
tion of his division with a program to prevent inflation,49
Again, superintendents were urged to have all of their schools
take part in the various salvage campaigns, r!to get in the

scrap,”

50

such as the collection of paper and milk weed pods# 51
With the institution of the rationing program, superintendents
were confronted with problems requiring considerable time to work out*
Certificates of war necessity for all buses were required by the office
of Defense Transportation,

and there were many time taking details

involved in getting gasoline and tire allotments for school bus opera
tion.
In rural areas where there was a labor shortage, superintendents
were required to arrange the school day so as to permit high school
pupils to aid in the harvesting of crops without losing too much time
from school work *53

It was also a duty to help make it possible for

49 I b id * , 1367, Kay 1 5 , 1 9 4 2 .

50 Ib id * i 104, September 21, 1942*
51 I b id # , 16 37 , J u ly 2 4 , 1944*

52 Ibid*. 14a, November 30, 1942.
53 Ibid*. 1448, December 16, 1942*

high school seniors, who were eighteen or older, to complete their
high school courses before being inducted into the armed forces*^
Plans for aiding the returning veteran and the war worker to
make vocational adjustments were to be worked out in each division by
the superintendent and the school board, and were to cover at least a
live year period.^

Superintendents were also to aid in the veterans1

training program,and to select educational advisors to work with the
returning veteran, *>7
OTHER OT1ES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
There are other duties which fall upon the division super*
iatendent, which are not brought about by emergency conditions, but
which are important and come from requests fro® the Superintendent of
Public Instruction*
Superintendents are required to certify all applicants wishing
to take high school completion examinations,^ to furnish lists of
all teachers doing work in fine arts to the State Board of Education,^
to arrange for administering of standard tests to all seventh grade
5 T H S T , 1449, December 16, 1942,
55 Bite*, 1615, April 19, 1944*
56 M i * , 1726, July 21, 1945*
57 ?bid.f 1691, February 16, 1945*
58 Ibid.. 1227, March 6 , 1941*
59 M i * , 1277, October 20, 1941.
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pupils,**0 stimulate, through encouragement, bus drivers to attend Bus
Drivers* Training

Centers*&

m B that school buildings are in proper

repair, abate nuisances when they interfere with a school*s progress,
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and be responsible for the handling of teacher retirement finds and
records*^
Almost every day there seems to be a change in* or addition to
the detail of duties of the division superintendent of schools*
SUMMARY
The school division was established as the unit of local
administration when the State Board of Education divided Virginia into
appropriate divisions in 1920, under the Acts of Assembly of that
year*

A division included at least one county or city, sometimes

combinations of both*

This made the division large enough to be able

to pay for the services of a professional leader asdivision
intendent of schools*

super*

The opportunity to exercisethisleadership

was better afforded him with the passage of the County Unit Act of

1922*

District school boards were abolished, and county school boards

60 Ibid** 1508, ISay 13, 1943*
61 Ibid*. 1516, May 20, 1943*
62 Bulletin, State Board of Education, Vol* XXVII, August,
1944, P» 129*
63 Superintendent of Public Instruction Memo* 1381, June 25,
1942*
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were established*

Administration procedures were simplified and made

more direct as a result of this legislation*
la 1928 the method of selecting division superintendents was
modified*

He no longer was appointed by the State Board of Education,

subject to senate approval! but was chosen by the local school board
from a list of eligibles certified by the State Board of Education*
The revision of the method of selection brought greater simplification
and more directness to local school administration*

It was a definite

step forward*
Minimum annual salaries of f1,600.00 were established by the
State in 1920 for division superintendents, and this minimum was
Increased to $2,200*00 in 1942*
Eligibility requirements for superintendents were established by
the -State Board of Education in 1924, and increased to include a
Master rs degree with fifteen semester hours in professional training,
with courses in Finance and Administration, by 1932*
The duties and responsibilities which have come to the division
superintendent}have expanded until they almost defy enumeration*
are wide in variety and are of varying degrees of importance*
duties are recurring, others ore not*

They

Some

There are duties imposed upon

the division superintendent by law, by regulation of the State Board of
Education, by local boards, and those which just seem to be there*
Many of these duties have been intensified by the present war and new
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ones have been added*
It is often hard to conceive of the quantity and variety of res
ponsibilities which have devolved upon this office and officer in
recent years*

smmt
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Education in Virginia has undergone many and varied changes in
4

its development since the founding of the Colony at Jamestown in 1607.
Continuous progress has taken place, sometimes in spite of great
handicaps*
growth.

there have been periods of rapid growth and periods of slow

On the whole, the changes which have occurred have been pro

gressive in character*

there have been no marked periods of stagna

tion or retrogression in Virginia^ educational development.
The early inhabitants of Virginia were not sympathetic to free
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public education, hence the rate of progress during the formative years
of the Colony were slow.

As the years passed, however, the desire for

good educational opportunities for the children of the State grew
until it swept as an avalanche across Virginia about the beginning of
the twentieth century.

Since that time education in Virginia has

grown steadily and surely*
The early settlers in Virginia were English in origin and
planned their educational institutions after those found in the mother
country.
There were few children in the Virginia Colony before 1619#
and these were tutored in the home by their parents or an itinerant
instructor employed by the family.

For advanced education children
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were returned to England or the continent of Europe#
the first schools established in the new Colony wore adminis*
tered by the county or parish officials, and served the children of
the parish or community in which they were located.

The endowed free

schools and the community schools represent these types.

They, toge-'

ther with the tutorial plan of schooling, provided the principal means
of instruction in Virginia from the middle of the seventeenth century
until the latter part of the eighteenth century.
Thomas Jefferson proposed a plan of public education for
Virginia in 1779 which left the responsibility for the establishment
and administration of schools to the community.

The county was to be

divided into school districts with district school commissioners whose
duty it would be to s ee that schools were established and operated.
Every ten such schools were to have a superintendent or overseer#
Although this plan was rejected by the General Assembly, Jeffersonfs
Idea did not die out altogether, in the minds of those interested in
education.
The Literary Fund was established in 1810, for the purpose of
furnishing money to educate the children of the poor of the county*
The handling of this fund was left in the hands of the second auditor
of the State.

He apportioned funds, on the basis of population, to the

county commissioners to be used by them for the education of indigent
children within their respective districts.

The county commissioners

became the important local school administrators, having the
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responsibility of locating indigent children, providing school
buildings, and employing teachers*
Virginia’s first system of public education came into existence
in 1870 as a result of legislation by the General Assembly of that
year*

A complete organisation was effected and put into operation*

Under the legislative provisions* local school administration was
vested in the county superintendents and the district trustees, the
county being considered the logical unit of administration*
The public school system faced severe handicaps during its for
mative years in lack of funds, general opposition to the whole idea,
and the poverty-stricken condition of the State following the Civil
War.

The system was well planned, however, by Superintendent Ruffher,

and survived all hazards*

Considerable credit for this survival

belongs to the county superintendents*
Public Interest in education began to grow more rapidly through
out the State, becoming widespread and intense about 1900*
The Educational Committee of 'Use Virginia Constitutional Con
vention of 1902-1903 was instrumental in getting adopted provisions
which revolutionized public school administration*
Under the Constitutional provisions, the State Board of Educa
tion was authorized to divide the State into appropriate school divi
sions and appoint, subject to senate approval, division superintendents
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of schools*

Each magisterial district became a school district and

also the practical unit of school, administration.
The duties and responsibilities of the superintendent pre
scribed by the State Board of Education, were becoming more profes
sional but still remained primarily clerical*
The salary offered superintendents was not enough to attract
those best qualified for the position*

The average salary in 1912 was

between $1,000.00 and #1,100*00 annually from state and county funds,
this excluding supplements from local school funds*
In 1920 the State Board of Education was again authorized to
divide Virginia into appropriate divisions and appoint, subject to
senate confirmation, division superintendents*

The divisions as estab

lished then are approximately the same as at the present time*
The passage of the County Bait Act in 1922 brought greater sim
plification and promptness of action to local school administration*
District school boards were abolished and in their places were estab
lished county school boards, composed of one representative from each
district in the county*

The division superintendent became the execu

tive officer and educational leader of his division*

His position was

becoming more important and required the services of trained and quali
fied persons.
The State Board of Education in 1924 established professional
eligibility requirements for division superintendents, which made
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professional training and practical educational experience pre
requisites for eligibility.

The requirements that a superintendent

must be a graduate of a standard four year college, with at least fif
teen percent of M s training in professional subjects, plus practical
experience, established at this time, were increased by 1932 to include
the Master’s degree with special courses in Finance and Administration,
plus practical experience.
These regulations made it possible for only those interested
and trained foe the job, to become superintendents,
local school boards were given authority to select their own
division superintendents in 1928,

The State Board of Education fur

nished local school boards with a list of eligibies from which the
local board made its selection*

This brought the local school system

closer to the people it served, which was a desirable step in improving
school administration.
Financially the position of division superintendent has
developed from one paying a maximum of $350,00 annually in 1870, to
one paying |2,200,00 annually in 1942, as a minimum, (for divisions
with school populations of 3,000 or over).
The duties and responsibilities of the division superintendent
have multiplied until they now almost defy enumeration.

Present war

conditions have'added many emergency duties to the already burdened
superintendent.

These duties and responsibilities are varied,
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including supervisory# administrative# clerical# routine# and miscel
laneous responsibilities5 involving federal, state# county, and com
munity problems*

The division superintendent is looked upon as a

leader in his division# and is often obliged to take active part in
many activities not related to the educational program of his divi
sion*

Gowimmm
The position of division superintendent of schools is one of
the most important positions in the educational structure of Virginia*
On him rests the responsibility of a successful school program in the
division# therefore# it is imperative that he be given sufficient time
to properly supervise the schools under his direction*

To make this

more nearly possible it is recommended that the superintendent be per
mitted to employ an assistant to take care of a part of the work now
carried by him*
This will have two desired effects# first# the division super
intendent will be free to perform the important function of his office#
that of providing professional leadership; and# second# an in-service
training program will be established# that will eventually furnish
trained personnel for superintendent* s positions*
Divisions composed of more than one county or city require the
division superintendent to divide his time between or among the
several school boards represented*

It is believed a better arrangement
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would bo to have one school board for each division,

further simpli

fication in administration and better educational advantages would
result.
Supervision is recognised as an important factor in the proper
administration of schools#

The division superintendent needs more

time for this activity and also needs the services of other personnel
trained in supervisory work#

It is recommended that to further improve

the administration of the division* additional supervisors be employed
to help the superintendent in special fields#
The office of division superintendent of schools has grown in
responsibility and trust#

The superintendent is considered one of the

more important and responsible officials in the educational system of
the State#

Since this officer is in a position of importance and

trust, it is recommended that his salary be increased above the now
existing minimums established by the State, the increase to be suffi
cient to assure the divisions the ability to pay for the services of
competent, well-qualified, and professionally-minded superintendents#
Public education in Virginia has developed from the indivi
dualized instruction prevalent in the early days of the Colony into
the well-balanced uniform system found in Virginia today*

Improved

administrative and supervisory practices, together with the con
scientious efforts of better qualified administrators, have been the
responsible forces throughout this development#

It is expedient that
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Virginia make every effort to establish her place among the educational
leaders of the Sfation by offering her youth the best planned and
administered school system within her ability to afford#
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